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Intro … Today we continue our investigation of the Great Exhortation with 

which Paul began the second half of his letter to the Ephesian Church –  

an exhortation that comes as well to us today here in Apple Valley … 

 

 PAUL’S GREAT EXHORTATION – Ephesians 4:1 
 

“Live A Life WORTHY Of The CALLING  

You Have RECEIVED!” 
 

Live in such a way that it is apparent to all that 

You are a ‘Born-Again Child of God’! 
 

 

Chapters 4,5 and 6 of Ephesians are filled with instructions – ‘directives’ we 

have called them – for living that most ‘worthy life’ … the kind of life that  

will surely receive the Father’s ‘Well-Done’ at its conclusion. There are nine  

of those directives altogether. So far we have examined eight …  
 

We, as a congregation of believers, have been directed by the Lord to live: 

harmoniously and maturely and purely and honestly and pleasantly and 

inquiringly and worshipfully and submissively with one another. 
 

That last one will be guiding our discussion for several weeks …  

It was our Key Directive two weeks ago and it’s Today’s Key Directive and  

it will be next week’s and the next week’s as well. 

 

So here it is again … 

 

TODAY’S KEY DIRECTIVE  
(Paul’s eighth directive for ‘Worthy’ Living) 

 

“LIVE SUBMISSIVELY”  
 

“SUBMIT to one another out of REVERENCE for CHRIST”  

(Ephesians 5:21) 

 

* SUBMIT … ‘hupotasso’ … strong term – yield yourself completely  

to the will or wishes of another – allow yourself to be ‘lassoed by’. 
 

 



Having given that directive generally Paul then applied it specifically into 

three relational areas of life … Three areas where a healthy dose of submission 

could have a powerful impact: Marriage/Family/Job. 

 

The first area of relational life Paul tackles is marriage.  Check out … 

 

TODAY’S KEY SCRIPTURE … Ephesians 5:22-27 

 
Wives, submit to your husbands as to the Lord. For the husband is the head of  

the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body, of which he is the Savior.  

Now as the church (including all the husbands and wives in it) submits to Christ,  

so also wives should submit to their husbands in everything. 

 

Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave himself up  

for her to make her holy, cleansing her by the washing with water through  

the word, and to present her to himself as a radiant church, without  

stain or wrinkle or any other blemish, but holy and blameless. 

 

This is one of those messages that I must begin with my frequently used 

disclaimer: “All things being equal”. By that I mean that this passage of 

Scripture assumes certain things – things that we would like assume to  

always be true but unfortunately frequently are not.  

 

This passage assumes that we who read it are Christian people – Christian 

husbands and Christian wives – people who are committed to ‘Living lives 

worthy of the calling they have received’.  

 

Therefore non-Christian people will not understand it – people in unequally 

yoked marriages will have trouble applying it – people in some toxic marriages 

might actually need to ignore it. 

 

This passage assumes that we are people (Husbands and Wives particularly) who 

are seeking to live Harmoniously and Maturely and Purely and Honestly and 

Pleasantly and Inquiringly and Worshipfully and Submissively with one another. 

Those are the people that Paul is addressing …  

 

If you are not one of those people then you are not actually ready to tackle 

what this passage is talking about but if you are then this passage will seem  

like child’s play. 

 

All the messages that have preceded this one form the foundation upon which 

this one is to be understood and applied. In fact if the previous messages are 

being followed then this one would hardly be needed.  



This passage would simply be seen to be the application of those other 

directives to the marriage relationship with every husband and wife saying:  

‘Of course’ – that’s the exact way that it should be”. 

 

So then … “All things being equal” – that is, when life is flowing along somewhat 

normally … for Christian People who are seeking to live those ‘lives that are 

worthy of the Calling they have received’, here’s how that ‘worthy life’ 

expresses itself in a marriage relationship … 

 

Consider this very simple two statement paraphrase of this great passage: 

 

PASTOR MARK’S PARAPHRASE … 

 

WIVES ... Allow yourselves to be LASSOED by your  

husband's desires and aspirations. Be captivated by  

the things that captivate him – DEFINE yourself by them. 

 
Boy, did I ever ‘luck out’ in this area! Linda was defining herself by the things  

that defined me before we even met. All during her growing up years in her  

little Baptist Church in Clinton New Jersey, the women in her church told her  

that someday she would make a wonderful ‘Pastor’s wife’. Now even though I 

possessed a reasonably good smile and a decent sense of humor, the thing that 

actually ‘lassoed’ her for me was her finding out that I felt called to the ministry – 

that I was in the process of preparing myself to be a ‘pastor’. That sense of 

common calling created a bond between us that linked us together quickly and 

securely. And she understood the nature of the calling …  
 

She felt from the very beginning of our marriage what my daughter Jodi said to  

me some 15 years into that marriage: ‘Dad, being a pastor is not your job – being  

a pastor is who you are’. Linda allowed herself to be ‘lassoed’ by my desires and 

aspirations – by the calling that I felt was upon my life and for that I most grateful … 

It’s exactly what Paul says a wife should allow to happen. 

 

HUSBANDS: Put your wife's NEEDS at the top of your AGENDA. 

Recognize that meeting those needs is JOB ONE. 

 
This admonition reflects an intention that will then require continual attention. 

Making one’s wife ‘Job One’ is an on-going task; it reflects a perspective that  

will play itself out in one situation after another. In the wedding ceremonies that  

I perform I always point out to the groom that his desire should be to ‘create an 

environment in which his wife can flourish in every way’. And, by the way, her 

definition of ‘flourishing’ is the only one that matters. She is the only one who  

knows whether it is happening or not. 

 



 

So if you have to leave right now … take those two paraphrased statements 

with you and allow them to stir your heart and mind and to inform your 

marriage practice … But remember, husbands: you focus on the husband stuff 

and wives: you focus your attention on the wife stuff. 

 

But if you can stay for a few more minutes, consider … 

 

Five Key Insights Into Married Life That I Would Share With You This Morning … 

 

* KEY INSIGHT ONE: A wife's greatest NEED is to have a husband to whom 

she can willingly and eagerly and confidently submit herself –  

One who helps her feel SECURE. 

 

Secure Physically … Secure Emotionally … 

Secure Financially … Secure Spiritually … 

 

There is nothing worse for a wife than to feel that she is standing on ‘thin ice’  

or that she is ‘walking on eggshells’ or that any minute the ‘sky might fall’.  

All those expressions refer to circumstances of insecurity.  

 

However there is nothing better than for a wife to feel completely secure 

physically and emotionally and financially and spiritually. Needs are met,  

bills are paid, heart is at peace and Christ is honored. This is a wife who  

would say she is experiencing the blessing of a good marriage 

 

* KEY INSIGHT TWO: A husband’s greatest DESIRE is to have a wife  

who truly SEES him as her provider and protector –  

One who helps him feel SIGNIFICANT. 

 

There is nothing worse for a husband than to feel that he has been ‘weighed 

in the balance (by his wife) and found wanting’. There is no one on earth 

whose opinion counts more – there is no one on earth who determines his 

sense of significance more emphatically.  

 

A man could have a Nobel Peace Prize plaque on his office wall and one 

disparaging word from his wife can make it seem like mere ‘wood, hay and 

stubble’ – just another example of the fact that it doesn’t matter whom he has 

impressed with his achievements if he hasn’t impressed her. 

 



But when a man does feel significant in his wife’s eyes he doesn’t need any 

other confirmation. He’s got what he needs. 

 

Now based upon these first two insights, consider these next two – they hardly 

need any further explanation. 

 

* KEY INSIGHT THREE: The most magical words a husband can say  

are not ‘YES, DEAR’. They are: ‘I’ll TAKE CARE of it’. 

Or better yet – ‘I’ve ALREADY taken care of it’. 

 

Though we joke about it, the words ‘Yes, Dear’ are actually ‘words of 

obedience’ spoken to the one who is really in charge. They usually come in 

response to something the wife has determined needs to be done and which 

the husband has overlooked – usually something that he should have noticed. 

 

They reflect that pressure has been put back on the wife to manage things 

(including her husband). When a husband can say … “I’ve already taken care 

of it”, it communicates that he is on the job and on the ball and busy providing 

that secure environment in which his wife can flourish. They are ‘magic words’ 

in his wife’s ears. 

 

* KEY INSIGHT FOUR: The most magical words a wife can say are not  

“I LOVE you” but “THANK YOU”. 

 

I should just let that one hang in the air for a few moments …  

 

“Thank you” communicates that she has noticed and that she feels blessed. 

“Thank you” communicates approval and satisfaction … 

“Thank you” contributes toward that sense of significance that men crave. 

“Thank you” is a magic phrase in a husband’s ears. 

 

Now as we close … Remember the disclaimer?   

“All Things Being Equal” 

 

“All things being equal” – when things are following their normal, expected 

path – God’s instructions fit our lives like a glove. However, when ‘all things are 

not equal’ God’s instructions can seem absolutely unworkable – in fact they 

can lead to conflict and turmoil and every kind of marital discord –  

so consider with me now … 

 

 



* KEY INSIGHT FIVE: Make sure that things are EQUAL BEFORE you marry … 
 

Though it is popular to say and is actually commonly experienced that in 

marriage ‘opposites attract’ – it is more important to say that in Christian 

Marriage – in the things that really make a marriage work – it is vital that  

those getting married are far more alike than they are different. 

 

For two people to produce a marriage that is truly ‘Worthy of the Calling that 

God has placed upon it’, they must be …  
  

Equally Committed to CHRIST … 2 Corinthians 6:14 
“Be not unequally yoked together with unbelievers” 

 
Christian marriage requires two born-again people – a man and a woman who are 

committed to following Jesus Christ. Girls … it’s not enough for you to simply find a 

‘good guy’ or a ‘good enough guy’; it’s not enough for you to find a guy who is 

‘willing for you to do your church thing’. You need to find a guy who loves the Lord 

Jesus and who is committed to following the Lord Jesus equal to or more than you. 

 

 Equally Embracing Your Life’s CALLING … Amos 3:3 
“Can two walk together unless they be agreed?” 

 
Before two people marry, they should have a pretty clear idea of what kind of life  

they feel God is calling them to lead – what has been laid upon their hearts, what 

aspirations do they have for their lives – It is imperative that they share those things 

together – that they can support and encourage one another in the pursuit of those 

things. It’s desirable that they are somewhat prepared to ‘do those things’ before  

they get married. 

 

 Equally Committed to MARRIAGE … Genesis 2:24; Mark 10:7-9 
“For this reason shall a man leave his father and his mother  

and cleave unto his wife and (they) shall become one flesh …  

What God has joined together, let man not separate.” 

 

Marriage is a life-long relationship – God has declared it to be so. All things being 

equal marriage is intended to endure and thrive through all the changing 

circumstances of life. The more things are ‘equal’ before the marriage takes  

place, the more likely the marriage will become all that God would desire it to be. 

 

 

 Final Thot … 

Christian HUSBANDS and WIVES have a very special opportunity 

to demonstrate lives that are WORTHY of their CALLING. 

Do TAKE advantage! 
 


